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Abstract- When researchers square measure finding out the detection of brain tumours and ultrasound abnormalities. Now a 
day there is a trend to analyse the brain tissue with the help of CT scan images. CT scan images are captured by CT scan machine, 
but these images are not correct for analysis to declare kind of disease, so prior to generate the report it is necessary to apply 
image processing. Image processing includes image resizing, filtering, accessing region of interest, enhancement, feature 
extraction, segmentation and reconstruction. In this paper feature extraction has been performed using grey level co-occurrence 
matrix method. Feature extraction is performed on ultrasonic image and CT scan of brain images. The extraction of the textural 
options of the metameric region of interest is finished by victimization grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) technique that is 
extracted from four different  orientations; horizontal orientation, left diagonal orientation, vertical and right diagonal lobe (0)°, 
(45)°, (90)°,  and (135)° and two picture element distance for three completely different windows sized blocks. One is 8x8 second is 
16x16 and third is 32x32.In this paper the results are analysed for the grey level co-occurrence matrices at 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° 
with 8x8 size of window produces informative options to classify between abnormal and non-masses. Our technique was able to 
accomplish correctness of ninety three percent and sensitivity of 12% 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Images play a vital role in today’s age of compact data. The sector of image process has exhibited monumental progress over 
past few decades. Generally, the pictures dealt in virtual environments or diversion applications possess sound reproduction 
leading to giant storage needs. Pictures might bear distortions throughout preliminary acquisition method, compression, 
restoration, communication or final show. Therefore image quality mensuration plays a major role in many image-processing 
applications. Image quality, for scientific and medical functions, will be outlined in terms of well desired data that will be 
extracted from the image. A picture is alleged to own acceptable quality if it shows satisfactory utility, which suggests 
discriminability of image content and satisfactory naturalness, which suggests identifying characteristics of image content. 
Digital storage of pictures has created a vital place in imaging. Image quality metrics square necessary performance variables 
for digital imaging systems and square measure wont to measure the visual quality of compressed pictures. The three major 
styles of quality measurements square measure [14]. 
Braintumour based diseases are the top causes of death for human being throughout the world. The average human has one 
probability in twelve of generating carcinoma throughout his life. Abnormalitiesin brain decrease the thinking power because 
of carcinoma is being recognized by the first detection of carcinoma mistreatment the screening diagnostic technique [1] [2]. 
However it is currently a tough decision to acknowledge the uncertain irregularities in brain CT scan images instead of the rise 
in technology. It is observed that the first diagnostic technique informs comparatively low distinction pictures, particularly 
within the case of serious brain condition and second; signs of irregular tissue might stay perfectly refined. For instance, 
speculated plenty which will indicate a malignant tissue at intervals the brain square measure typically tough to observe, 
particularly at the first stage of development [3]. The recent use of the second order statistics and machine learning (ML) 
classifiers has established a brand new analysis direction to observe plenty in digital X-ray photograph. The second order 
statistics of brain tissue on CT scan images remains a difficulty of major importance in mass characterization. Compared to 
alternative mammographic diagnostic approaches, the mammographic has not been studied full attributable to the inherent 
problem and opaqueness [4]. During this paper, GLCM options of X-ray photograph pictures square measure analysed. This 
work is organized as follows. In Section two we have a tendency to gift connected works for detection of plenty in X-ray 
photograph pictures. In Section three GLCM and options square measure explained. In Section four, the informative analysis is 
completed and therefore the results square measure shown. The last Section five has the conclusion and proposals.  
In applied math texture analysis, texture options square measure computed from the organization of ascertained mixtures of 
intensities at such positions relative to every alternative within the image.  
The Gray Level Concurrence Matrix (GLCM) methodology may be a means of extracting second order applied math texture 
options. The approach has been employed in variety of applications, e.g. [5-11]. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig- 1: Method to Implement System 
 
2.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 
Resizing Image 
Image interpolation happens once you size or distort your image from one part grid to a special. Image resizing is very 
important once you've got to be compelled to extend or decrease the general form of pixels, whereas remapping can occur once 
you unit of measurement correcting for lens distortion or rotating an image. Zooming refers to increase the quantity of pixels, 
so as that when we zoom an image, we will see further detail. 
Interpolation works by exploitation known info to estimate values at unknown points. Image interpolation works in a pair of 
directions, and tries to comprehend a best approximation of a pixel's intensity supported the values at encompassing pixels. 
Common interpolation algorithms are going to be sorted into a pair of categories: adjective and non-adaptive. Adjective ways 
change depending on what they are interpolating, whereas non-adaptive ways treat all pixels equally. Non-adaptive algorithms 
include: nearest neighbour, bilinear, bicubic, spline, sinc, lanczos et al. adjective algorithms embody many proprietary 
algorithms in approved code such as: Q image, photo zoom skilled and real Fractals. 
Many compact digital cameras can perform every associate optical and a digital zoom. A camera performs associate optical 
zoom by moving the camera lens so as that it will increase the magnification of sunshine. However, a digital zoom degrades 
quality by just interpolating the image. The photograph with digital zoom contains constant form of pixels, the detail is clearly 
most however with optical zoom. 
Image improvement is actually rising the interpretability or perception of information in footage for human viewers and 
providing higher input for different automated image method techniques. The principal objective of image improvement is to 
vary attributes of an image to make lots of applicable for given task and a particular observer. Throughout this technique, one 
or lots of attributes of an image unit of measurement modified. The choice of attributes and so the style modified area unit 
specific to a given task. Moreover, observer-specific factors just like the human sensory system and so the observer’s 
experience will introduce a superb deal of judgment into different of image improvement ways. Image improvement is used 
among the subsequent cases: - removal of noise from image, improvement of dark image and highlight the edges of the objects 
during an image. The result is lots of applicable than the primary image of course specific applications. The best technique for 
improvement of X-ray image may not be best for improvement of microscopic footage [8]. There exist many techniques which 
will be accustomed enhance an image whereas not spoiling it. The development ways could also be usually divided into the 
next a pair of categories: - spatial domain ways and frequency domain ways. Spatial domain ways unit of measurement 
operated directly on pixels whereas frequency domain ways operate the Fourier retreat of an image. 
Image improvement alters the visual impact that the image has on the interpreter during a very fashion that improves the 
information content. Image improvement is that the strategy of method an image that the result's lots of applicable than the 
primary for a particular application [1]. Digital Image method refers as method of any two-dimensional footage by a laptop. 
Digital Image method has broad house spectrum of applications, like medical image method, image transmission for business 
applications, optical camera footage, microwave remote sensing, and review of business components and many of lots of areas 
[2].  
Color Image improvement is one amongst the foremost visually appealing areas of digital image method. This technique has 
been effective vision system for agriculture domain. Color Image improvement is that the modification of an image to vary 
impact on the viewer. In image improvement the goal is to accentuate certain image choices for later analysis or for image show 
[3]. 
The Colorimage improvement filteringtechniques area unit classified as linear filter &amp; non-linear filter. In gift work wiener 
filtering is employed as a linear filter and median filtering as a non-linear filter [4]. Image improvement primarily includes 
noise reduction from the image. Noises like mathematician, salt and pepper adding into the agricultural pictures then 
victimisation sequent filtering method. The processed filter image will analysed with noise else image by the bar graph = 
provides level of intensity and shows image bar graph.  
In the planned work the simulation model has been developed victimisation MATLAB Version eight.03 (R2015a) package to 
review the impact by applying on top of filtering techniques, scrutiny that filtering technique is best for noise removal and for 
raising the standard of image. The most objective of planned work is that the on top of filtering technique is use for removal of 
noise from agricultural image. 
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Image Filtering 
Image non-heritable by optical, electro-optical or electronic suggests that is probably going to be degraded by the sensing 
atmosphere. The degradations could also be within the sort of sensing element noise, blur thanks to camera non focus, relative 
object-camera motion, random region turbulence, and so on. Image improvement is concern with filtering the ascertained 
image to attenuate the result of degradations. The effectiveness of image improvement filters depends on the extent and 
therefore the accuracy of the information of the degradation method in addition as on the filter style criterion. Colour Image 
improvement is split into two varieties i.e. linear filtering and non-linear filtering [4]. 
Image Enhancement based on Linear Filtering 
Wiener filter is one all told the favoured methodology of Image improvement supported Linear Filter. Victimization this 
technique the presence of blur to boot as noise is also a look from footage. Let and  and  be absolute, 

zero mean, random sequences. It is desired to urge academic degree estimate,  of from specified mean 

squareerror is minimised. 
(1) 

Where is known to be the conditional mean of  

Given{ , for every }, that is, 

   (2) 

Equation 2 is nonlinear, hence it is quite difficult to solve in general. Therefore, it can be written as, 
  (3) 

Where is the filter impulse response determine such that the mean square error of Eq. 1 is minimized? For 

minimizations of Eq. 1 requires the orthogonally condition given as, 
            (4) 

Which can be satisfied. 
Using the definition of cross-correlation 

        (5) 

For two the arbitrary random sequences and , and given Eq. 3 the orthogonality condition yields the equation, 

     (6) 

Eq.3 and Eq.6 are called wiener filter equations. 
Image Enhancement based on Non-Linear Filtering  
Median Filtering may be a non-linear filter permits for the preservation of image options and therefore the removal of 
impulsive noise. During this filtering the input parameter is replaced by the median of the parameters contained in a very 
window round the pixel, that is, 

          (7) 

Where W is a suitably chosen window. The rule for median filtering needs composition the pixels within the increasing or 
decreasing order and choosing the centre value. It’s helpful for removing isolated lines or pixels whereas protective special 
resolution.  
Median Filters are quite in style as a result of, sure enough styles of random noise they supply glorious noise reduction 
capabilities [5]. 
Noise Models  
In digital pictures the key supply of noise arises throughout image acquisition and transmission. Pictures square measure 
corrupted throughout transmission primarily attributable to interference within the channel used for transmission. The 
performance of imaging sensors is littered with a spread of things like condition throughout image deed and by the standard of 
the sensing parts. Most of the time light-weight levels and sensing element temperature square measure major factors poignant 
the number of noise within the ensuing image. Filters are used for creating the analysis easy, conjointly wont to perform noise 
removal on pictures corrupted by varied sources of noise. The noise is additive or increasing, here salt associated pepper and 
Gaussian noise square measure used as an additive noise [6]. 
Salt and Pepper Noise  
The PDF (Probability Density Function) of impulse noise is given by,  
P(z)= Pa for z=a  
P(z)= Pb for z=b  
P(z)= 0 otherwise  
If b>a, gray level will appear as a light dot in the image. Conversely b>a can appear as if a dark dot. If either Pa orPb is zero, the 
impulse noise is termed unipolar. If neither likelihood is zero and significantly if they are close to equal impulse noise values 
will correspond salt and pepper granules indiscriminately distributed over the image. For this reason bipolar impulse noise is 
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in addition named as salt and pepper noise. Sometime the term shot and spike noise in addition accustomed refer this sort of 
noise. 
Noise impulses will be negative or positive. The negative impulses seem as black (pepper) points in a picture. For equivalent 
reason positive impulses seems white (salt) noise. In 8- bit image suppose a=0 it will be thought of as a black i.e. pepper 
whereas b=255 is salt. 
Gaussian Noise  
The PDF of a Gaussian random variable, z is given by,  

                                    (8) 

Where z represents gray level,  
is the mean of an average values of z,  

is its standard deviation.  

The standard deviation squared, σ2 is called the variance of z.  
Because of its mathematical flexibility in each the spatial and frequency domains, mathematician noise models square measure 
oftentimes employed in apply. In fact, this flexibility is therefore convenient that it typically ends up in mathematician models 
being employed in things within which they're marginally applicable at the best [5-7]. 
Histogram Modelling 
Histogram modelling has been found to be one in all the powerful techniques for image improvement. The bar chart of a picture 
represents the frequency response of prevalence of the varied grey levels within the image. The image are often modifying by 
victimisation bar chart modelling technique in order that its bar chart contains a desired form. 
 
 
Histogram Processing 
The bar graph of image may be a graphical illustration of the tonal distribution of the grey values in an exceedingly digital 
image. The bar graph of a digital image with intensity levels within the vary 
[0, L – 1] may be a distinct perform , wherever  is that the kth intensity worth and  is that the variety of pixels 

within the image with intensity of . In bar graph by dividing every of its parts by the whole variety of pixels within the image, 

denoted by the merchandise MN, where, as usual, M and N are the row and column dimensions of the image. Thus, a normalized 
bar graph is given by , for . The addition of all parts of a normalized bar graph is adequate to 

1[8]. 
We can analyse the frequency of look of the various grey levels contained within the image by viewing image’s bar graph. The 
agricultural image i.e. ColorBajra Crop image as shown in fig.2 (a) [9], which is any regenerate into grey Scale image, fig. 2(b), 
with its bar graph illustration, fig. 2(c). The pixels within the image have a good bar graph illustration indicating that the image 
is of a prime quality. 
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Fig- 2: (a) Color Image of Bajra Crop (b) Color Image converted into Gray Scale Bajra Image (c) Histogram of Gray scale Image 
of Bajra Crop 
 
Histogram Equalization  
Histogram equalisation is employed to boost the distinction of the image. There are several peaks and valleys in any pictures 
however once equalisationoccur the peaks and valleys are shifted. During this technique solely adds additional pixels to the 
sunshine regions of the image and removes additional pixels from dark region of the image leading to a high dynamic aim the 
output image. Therefore this system helps to boost distinction and uniform bar chart [10].  
The bar chart equalisation technique changes the pdf (probability density function) of a given image into that of a standardized 
pdf that spreads out from very cheap i.e. zero to the best price i.e. L – 1. This may be achieved quite simply if the pdf could be a 
continuous operate. However, since we have a tendency to handling a digital image, the pdf are a distinct operated. Let’s 
suppose we've got a picture x, and let the dynamic vary for the intensity  varies from zero (black) to L –1 (white). The pdf of 

image x given as, 

                    (9) 

Wherepdf can be approximated using the probability based on the histogram . 

 
2.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION 
Unsupervised image segmentation algorithms have matured to the aim that they provide segmentations that adjust to associate 
degree outsize extent with human intuition. The time has arrived for these segmentations to play an even bigger role in seeing. 
It’s clear that unattended segmentation is also accustomed facilitate cue and refine various recognition algorithms. However, 
one in all the obstacles that keep is that it's unknown specifically but well these segmentation algorithms perform from degree 
objective posture. Most shows of segmentation algorithms contain superficial analysis that simply show footage of the 
segmentation results and charm to the reader’s intuition for analysis. There’s an even lack of numerical results, thus  it's 
powerful to know that segmentation algorithms gift useful results and at intervals that things they're doing so. Appealing to 
human intuition is convenient, however if the formula goes to be used in associate degree automatic system then objective 
results on huge datasets are to be desired. Throughout this paper we tend to tend to gift the results of degree objective analysis 
of 2 commonplace segmentation techniques: mean shift segmentation [35], and additionally the economical graph-based 
segmentation formula bestowed in [37]. As well, we tend to look at a hybrid variant that mixes these algorithms. For each that 
algorithm, we tend to tend to look at 3 characteristics:  
1. Correctness: the pliability to supply segmentations that settle for as true with human intuition. That is, segmentations that 
properly establish structure at intervals the image at neither too fine nor too coarse grade of detail.  
2. Stability with respect to parameter choice: the pliability to supply segmentations of consistent correctness for a diffusion of 
parameter selections.  
3. Stability with respect to image alternative: the pliability to supply segmentations of consistent correctness exploitation an 
analogous parameter selection on a decent varies of varied footage. If a segmentation theme satisfies these three 
characteristics, then it's going to give useful and inevitable results which can be reliably incorporated into an even bigger 
system. The live we tend to tend to use to evaluate these algorithms is that the recently planned Normalized Probabilistic Rand 
(NPR) index [39]. we tend to tend to choose to use this live as a result of it permits a principled comparison between 
segmentation results on fully totally different footage, with differing numbers of regions, and generated by completely different 
algorithms with different parameters. Also, the NPR index of one, segmentation is critical as degree absolute score, not merely 
compared therewith of segmentation. These characteristics are all necessary for the comparison we tend to tend to would 
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really like to perform. Our dataset for this analysis is that the Berkeley Segmentation information [38], that contains three 
hundred natural footage with multiple ground truth hand segmentations of each image. To verify a sound comparison between 
algorithms, we tend to tend to cypher an analogous choices (pixel location and colour) for every image and every segmentation 
formula. This paper is organized as follows. We tend to begin by presenting some previous work on examination segmentations 
and clump. Then, we tend to tend to gift each of the segmentation algorithms and additionally the hybrid variant we tend to 
tend to thought-about. Next, we tend to tend to explain the NPR index and gift the reasons for exploitation this live, followed by 
a top level view of our comparison methodology. Finally, we tend to tend to gift our results. 
 
2.3 SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 
There we will compare three whole totally different segmentation techniques, the mean shift-based segmentation rule [35], a 
cost-effective graph-based segmentation rule [37], and a hybrid of the 2. We’ve chosen to seem at mean shift-based 
segmentation as a result of it is principally effective and has become widely-used at intervals the vision community. The 
economical graph-based segmentation rule was chosen as an interesting comparison to the mean shift in this its general 
approach is comparable, however it excludes the mean shift filtering step itself, thus half addressing the question of whether or 
not or not the filtering step is useful. The combination of the two algorithms is shown as a trial to boost the performance and 
stability of either one alone. Throughout this section we've got a bent to explain each rule and any discuss but they disagree 
from one another. 

(a) Mean Shift Segmentation  
The mean shift based totally segmentation technique was introduced in [35] and has become widely-used at intervals the 
vision community. It is one in each of many techniques below the heading of “feature house analysis”. The mean shift technique 
is comprised of two basic steps: a mean shift filtering of the initial image information (in feature space), and a sequent bunch of 
the filtered informative points. Below we'll shortly describe each of these steps therefore discuss variety of the strengths and 
weaknesses of this system. 
Filtering:The filtering step of the mean shift segmentation algorithm consists of analysing the chance density perform 
underlying the image info in feature house. Take under consideration the feature house consisting of the initial image info 
delineated as a result of the (a, b) location of each constituent, and it’s alter p*r*s* house (p ∗, r∗, s∗). The modes of the pdf 
underlying the knowledge throughout this house will correspond to the locations with highest data density. In terms of 
segmentation, it's intuitive that the data points close to these high density points (modes) need to be clustered on. Note that 
these modes square measure such a lot less sensitive to outliers than that of, say, a mixture of Gaussians would be. The mean 
shift filtering step consists of finding the modes of the underlying pdf and associating with them any points in their basin of 
attraction. Not like earlier techniques, the mean shift could also be a non-parametric technique and thus we'll have to be 
compelled to estimate the gradient of the pdf, f(a), in associate unvarying manner victimization kernel density estimation to 
look out the modes. For information purpose in feature house, the density gradient is denumerable as being proportional to the 
mean shift vector: 

          (10) 

where  are the information points, a may be a purpose within the feature house, n is that the variety of data points (pixels 

within the image), and p is that the profile of the trigonal kernel G. we have a tendency to use the straightforward case 
wherever G is that the uniform kernel with radius vector k. 
Clustering:After mean shift filtering each information inside the feature space has been replaced by its corresponding mode. 
As delineate higher as, some points may need closed to identical mode, but many haven't despite the actual fact that they will 
be however one kernel radius apart. inside the first mean shift segmentation paper [35], cluster is delineate as an easy post-
processing step throughout that any modes that are however one kernel radius apart are classified on and their basins of 
attraction are incorporated. This implies victimization single linkage cluster that effectively converts the filtered points into 
segmentation. The only real various paper victimization mean shift segmentation that speaks on to the cluster is [36]. 
Throughout this approach, a section nearness graph (RAG) is formed to hierarchically cluster the modes. Also, edge data from 
an edge detector is combined with the colour data to higher guide the cluster. This can be often the strategy used within the 
publicly out there discoverer system, together delineate in [2]. The discoverer system is that the implementation we've got an 
inclination to use here as our mean shift segmentation system. 

(b) Efficient Graph-based Segmentation 
Efficient graph-based image segmentation, introduced in [37], is another methodology of enjoying cluster in feature house. This 
system works directly on the data points in feature house, whereas not initial enjoying a filtering step, and uses a variation on 
single linkage cluster. The key to the success of this system is accommodative thresholding. To perform ancient single linkage 
cluster, a minimum spanning tree of the data points is initial generated (using Kruskal’s algorithm), from that any edges with 
length larger than a given taxing threshold unit of measurement removed. The connected components become the clusters 
inside the segmentation. The maneuver in [37] eliminates the necessity for a tricky threshold; instead exchange it with a data-
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dependent term. Lots of specifically, let G = (V, E) be a (fully connected) graph, with m edges and n vertices. Each vertex can be 
a constituent, x, pictured inside the feature house. The last word segmentation are attending to be  where  can 

be a cluster of data points. 
 

(c) Hybrid Segmentation Algorithm 
An obvious question emerges once describing the mean shift primarily based segmentation methodology [35] and conjointly 
the economical graph based agglomeration methodology [37]: can we've a bent to combine the two methods to supply higher 
results than either methodology alone? Further specifically, can we've a bent to combine the two methods to create further 
stable segmentations that are less sensitive to parameter changes which analogous parameters provide reasonable 
segmentations across multiple images? In an attempt to answer these queries, the third rule we've a bent to ponder might be a 
mix of the previous two algorithms: first we've a bent to use mean shift filtering, so we've a bent to use economical graph-based 
agglomeration to supply the final word segmentation. The results of applying this rule with entirely completely different 
parameters area unit seen in Fig. 3. Notice that for unit of your time = fifteen the quality of the segmentation is high. To boot 
notice that the speed of roughness modification is slower than either of the previous two algorithms, even. 
 
2.4FEATURE EXTRACTION 
In machine learning, pattern recognition and in image method, feature extraction starts from Associate in Nursing initial set of 
measured info and builds derived values (features) presupposed to be informative and non-redundant, facilitating the 
subsequent learning and generalization steps, and in some cases leading to higher human interpretations. Feature extraction is 
expounded to spatiality reduction. 
When the pc file to formula is solely too huge to be processed and it's suspected to be redundant (e.g. an identical activity in 
every feet and meters, or the style of images given as pixels), then it's reworked into a reduced set of choices. This technique is 
termed feature selection. The chosen choices square measure expected to contain the relevant information from the pc file; so 
as that the required task is performed by victimization this reduced illustration instead of the complete initial info. 
 
Low Level Feature Extraction: Edge Detection 

(a) Prewitt edge detection operator 
Edge detection is analogous to differentiation. Since it detects change it's sure to answer noise, still on step-like changes in 
image intensity, its frequency domain analogue is high-pass filtering, as illustrated in Fig.3 2. It is so prudent to include 
averaging among the sting detection method. We can then extend the vertical template, Lx, along three rows, 
 

1 0 -1 
1 0 -1 
1 0 -1 

 
(a) Lx 

1 1 1 
0 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 

 
(b) Ly 

Fig- 3:Templates for Prewitt operator [31] 
 
And the horizontal template,  along three columns. These give the Prewitt edge detection operator(Prewitt and Mendelsohn, 

1966), which consists of two templates (Fig.3).This gives two results: the rate of change of brightness along each axis. The edge 
magnitude, L, is the length of the vector and the edge direction , is the angle of the vector: 

                     (11) 

                              (12) 

Again, the signs of  and  may be wont to verify the acceptable quadrant for the sting direction. A Mathcad implementation 

of the 2 templates of Fig.3 is given in Fig.4. 
In this fig.4, each templates care for a 3×3 subpicture (which may be equipped, in Mathcad, victimization the submatrix 
function). Again, model convolution may well be wont to implement this operator, however (as with direct averaging and basic 
initial order edge detection) it's less suited to straightforward templates. 
 
Table1: Implementing the Prewitt operator 

(pic):=  

(a)  

(pic):=  

(b)  
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When applied to the image of the sq. (Fig.4 (a)), we've a bent to urge the sting magnitude and direction (Fig.4 (b) and (d), 
severally, where [*fr1] d does not embrace the border points, exclusively the sting direction at processed points). The sting 
direction in Fig.4 (d) is shown measured in degrees, where 0° and 360° are horizontal, to the proper, and 90° is vertical, 
upwards. Although the regions of edge points are wider because of the operator’s averaging properties, the sting information is 
clearer than the earlier initial order operator, highlight the regions where intensity changed in a very plenty of reliable fashion. 
The direction could be a smaller quantity clear in an exceedingly image format and is healthier exposed by Mathcad’s vector 
format in Fig.4(c). In vector format, the sting direction information is clearly less well printed at the corners of the square. 

 
Fig- 4:Applying the Prewitt operator [31] 

 
(b) Sobel edge detection operator 

When the load at the central pixels, for every Prewitt templates, is doubled, this provides the renowned Sobel edge detection 
operator that, again, consists of two masks to figure out the sting in vector kind. The Sobel operator was the foremost 
customary edge detection operator until the event of edge detection techniques with a theoretical basis. It verified customary 
as a results of it gave, overall, an additional sturdy performance than different contemporaneous edge detection operators, just 
like the Prewitt operator. The templates for the Sobel operator area unit found in Fig.6. 
The Mathcad implementation of these masks is implausibly identical because the implementation of the Prewitt operator 
(Fig.6), all over again operating on a threex three subpicture. This is {oftenthis can be} often the standard formulation of the 
Sobel templates, but can we have a tendency to kind larger templates, say for 5×5 or 7×7? A theoretical basis which can be used 
to calculate the coefficients of larger templates is rarely given. One approach to a theoretical basis is to admit the optimum 
varieties of averaging and of differencing. Mathematician averaging has already been declared to supply optimum averaging. 
The binomial enlargement provides the amount coefficients of a series that, among the limit, approximates the traditional 
distribution. Pascal’s triangle provides sets of coefficients for a smoothing operator that, among the limit, approaches  the 
coefficients of a mathematician smoothing operator. 
Pascal’s triangle is then: 
Window size 
2                         1       1 
3                     1       2        1 
4                 1       3       3        1 
5              1      4       6       4        1 
This gives the un-normalized coefficients of associate optimum separate smoothing operator; it's primarily a man of science 
operator with number coefficients. The rows give the coefficients for increasing model, or window, size. The coefficients of 
smoothing inside the Sobel operator (Fig.5) square measure those for a window size of three. In Mathcad, by specifying the 
dimensions of the smoothing window as winsize, the example coefficients smoothx_win will be calculated at every window 
purpose x_win in keeping with (13). 
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1 0 -1 
2 0 -2 
1 0 -1 

 
(a) Mx 

1 2 1 
0 0 0 
-1 -2 -1 

 
(b) My 

Fig- 5:Templates for Sobel operator [31] 
 
Smoothing function is shown in equation13. 
 

                   (13) 

The differencing coefficients are given by Pascal’s triangle for subtraction: 
Window size 
2                         1       -1 
3                     1       0        -1 
4                 1       1       -1        -1 
5              1      2       0       -2        -1 
This can be enforced by subtracting the templates derived from two adjacent expansions for a smaller window size. 
Consequently, we tend to need associate degree operator which will give the coefficients of Pascal’s triangle for arguments that 
square measure a window size n and a foothold k. The operator is that the Pascal  operator in (14) (Pascal’s triangle). 

                      (14) 

 
The differencing template, diffx_win, is then given by the difference between two Pascalexpansions, as given in Eq15 
(differencing function). 

                                                                                        (15) 

 
(c) Canny edge detection operator 

The canny edge detection operator (Canny, 1986) is probably the foremost standard edge detection technique at the moment. It 
absolutely was developed with three main objectives: 
• Best detection with no spurious responses 
• Sensible localization with least distance between detected and true edge position 
• Single response to eliminate multiple responses to one edge. 
The first demand aims to cut back the response to noise. This might be accomplished by optimum smoothing; cagey was the 
first to demonstrate that Gaussian filtering is ideal for edge detection (within his criteria). The second criterion aims for 
accuracy: edges area unit to be detected, among the proper place. This might be achieved by a technique of non-maximum 
suppression. Non-maximum suppression retains alone those points at the best of a ridge of edge data, whereas suppressing all 
others. These winds up in skinning: the output of non-maximum suppression is skinny lines of edge points, among the proper 
place. The third constraint concerns location of 1 edge purpose in response to a modification in brightness. As a result of over 
one edge is dedicated to be gift, in step with the output obtained by earlier edge operators. Canny showed that the Gaussian 
operator was best for image smoothing. Recalling that the Gaussian operator  is given by: 

                                  (16) 

 
2.5 LINEAR FEATURE EXTRACTION METHOD 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
Since Principal Component Analysis is a scale dependent method, a standardizationprocedure is usually carried out before 
applying PCA. Data are usually transformed to havezero mean and unit variance in each axis during the standardization 
procedure. This givesequal importance to each axis such that the PCA Method is not affected by the different unitsused to 
measure the axes. 

One of the foremost fashionable feature extraction strategies is that the PCA methodology. The most plan behind the PCA 
methodology is to seek out a lower-dimensional house within which the info samples area unit optimally delineated [32-34]. 
Therefore, the target is to seek out the simplest set of projection directions within the sample house that may maximize the full 
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scatter  across all samples specified criterion  is maximized beneath the constraint that the columns 

of the projection matrix W  be orthonormal  (i.e., ,where  is the Kronecker’s delta). Geometrically, PCA are often 

seen because the rotation of the axes of the initial reference system to a replacement set of orthogonal axes that area unit 
ordered in keeping with the number of variation of the initial information they account for. The criterion  is maximized once 

the foremost vital eigenvectors; the eigenvectors reminiscent of the most important eigenvalues of , area unit chosen because 

the projection vectors for feature extraction. The eigenvectors of ST area unit referred to as principal elements. The full scatter 
matrix ST may be a bilaterally symmetrical positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore all eigenvectors of ST area unit orthogonal 
and, all eigenvalues of ST area unit bigger than or adequate to zero. Allow us to assume the eigenvalues area unit ordered 
specified , where ( ≤ d) is the rank of . Then we tend to choose n (n ≤  ) eigenvectors reminiscent of the 

most important eigenvalues and kind the projection matrix W =[ ]. Any sample is often approximated by a linear 

combination of the numerous eigenvectors. The total of the eigenvalues reminiscent of the eigenvectors not employed 

in reconstruction offers the mean sq. error. Thus, the amount of eigenvectors n are often chosen specified the magnitude 
relation of the total of the eigenvalues reminiscent of the preserved eigenvectors to the total of all eigenvalues exceeds a 
proportion η,i.e., . Typical values of this proportion lie between zero,0.9 ≤η < 1. 

Since Principal part Analysis may be a scale dependent methodology, a standardization procedure is typically distributed 
before applying PCA. Information area unit typically remodeled to possess zero mean and unit variance in every axis 
throughout the standardization procedure. This offers equal importance to every axis specified the PCA methodology isn't 
plagued by the various units wont to live the axes. 
Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) 
A typical thanks to attack a pattern recognition drawback is initial to estimate mathematician (normal) density functions of 
categories presumptuous mathematician distributions for all categories so construct the quadratic discriminant functions that 
specify the choice boundaries by victimization the calculable density functions. However, it's been proven that the specified 
range of coaching sample patterns is linearly associated with the sq. of spatial property of the feature house for a quadratic 
classifier. Therefore, it's nearly not possible to get acceptable recognition rates by utilizing density estimation procedures once 
the spatial property of the sample house is giant compared to the amount of coaching sample patterns. A technique to change 
the matter is to assume that everyone categories have mathematician distributions with identical variance structures. During 
this case, the discriminant functions are linear, and also the needed range of coaching samples is linearly associated with the 
spatial property of the sample house. Linear Discriminant Analysis techniques are supported these assumptions, and that they 
look for projection directions that maximize the between-class disjuncture and minimize the within-class variability. Thus, by 
applying these approaches, we discover projection directions that on one hand maximize the space between the samples of 
various categories, and on the opposite, minimize the space between samples of a similar category. Though LDA techniques are 
supported serious assumptions that will not hold in several applications, it clothed that the linear discriminant functions will 
manufacture acceptable results even once the variance structures are totally different.Thus, LDA approaches are with success 
applied in several classification issues like image recognition, transmission info retrieval, and medical applications. 

3. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
Image improvement draw back are going to be developed as follows: given academic degree input calibre image and 
additionally the output top of the range image for specific applications. It is well-known that image improvement as an active 
topic in medical imaging has received plethoric attention in recent years. The aim is to spice up the visual look of the image, or 
to provide a “better” work illustration for future automatic image method, like analysis, detection, segmentation and 
recognition. Moreover, it helps analyses background information that is essential to grasp object behaviour whereas not 
requiring pricey human visual examination. Finishing image improvement beneath standing beneath calibre image is also a 
tough draw back because of these reasons. As results of low distinction, we have a tendency to tend to cannot clearly extract 
objects from the dark background. Most color based ways will fail on this matter if the colour of the objects that of the 
background square measure similar. The survey of accessible techniques depends on the current techniques of image 
improvement, which can be classified into a pair of broad categories: spatial domain image improvement and Frequency 
primarily based domain image improvement. Spatial based domain image improvement operates directly on pixels. The 
foremost advantage of spatial based domain technique is that they conceptually simple to grasp and additionally the complexity 
of these techniques is low that favours real time implementations. But these techniques generally lack in providing adequate 
robustness and property wants. Frequency based domain image improvement is also a term accustomed describe the analysis 
of mathematical functions or signals with relevance frequency and operate directly on the work coefficients of the image, like 
Fourier work, separate wave work (DWT), and separate work (DCT). The elemental set up in using this methodology is to spice 
up the image by manipulating the work coefficients. The advantages of frequency based image improvement include low 
complexity of computations, simple viewing and manipulating the frequency composition of the image and additionally the 
easy pertinence of special reworked domain properties. The elemental limitations in conjunction with square measure it 
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cannot at identical time enhance all parts of image fine and it's collectively robust to automatize the image improvement 
procedure. Throughout this paper per if exaggerated image implant top of the range background information, the current 
techniques of image improvement like spatial domain ways can over again be classified into 2 broad categories: purpose 
method operation and spatial filter operations. Ancient ways of image improvement square measure to spice up the calibre 
image it. It doesn’t implant any top of the range background information. The reason is that at intervals the dark image, so 
space unit’s square measure therefore dark that everyone the information is already lost in those regions. Nevertheless what 
amount illumination improvement you apply, it's going to not be able to bring back lost information. Frequency domain ways 
can over again be classified into three categories: Image Smoothing, Image Sharpening, and Periodic Noise reduction by 
frequency domain filtering. 
Image improvement methodology consists of a bunch of techniques that get to spice up the visual look of an image or to convert 
the image to a sort higher fitted to analysis by somebody's or machine. The principal objective of image improvement is to vary 
attributes of an image to make it extra acceptable for a given task and a specific observer. Throughout this methodology, one or 
extra attributes of the image square measure modified. Digital Image improvement techniques provide a mess of picks for 
raising the visual quality of images. Acceptable several of such techniques is greatly influenced by the imaging modality, task at 
hand and viewing conditions. Example of improvement is at intervals that once we increase the excellence of an image and 
filters it to induce eliminate the noise "it looks better". It’s very important to remain in mind that improvement is also a really 
subjective area of image method. Improvements in quality of these degraded photos are going to be achieved by using 
application of improvement techniques. The work done by varied researchers for Image improvement square measure 
mentioned here, Madhu[40] steered that the adaptive  chart levelling created a stronger result, but the image remains not free 
from washed out look. The sharpness is poor and additionally the background information what is more as a result of the plane 
remains opaque and poor in distinction. Alpha development rendered the whole image is extremely dark tone. Even the outline 
of the clouds that was visible simply just in case of chart levelling is lost. Agaian [41] steered that the common no transform-
based improvement technique is international chart levelling, that creates an effort to vary the spatial chart of an image to 
closely match a consistent distribution. Chart levelling suffers from the matter of being poorly fitted to tenacious native detail 
as a result of its international treatment of the image. It’s collectively common that the levelling will over enhance the image, 
resulting in academic degree unsought loss of visual information, of quality and of intensity scale. Tang [42] steered 
international chart levelling, which adjusts the intensity chart to approximate uniform distribution. The globe chart levelling is 
that the globe image properties may not be fittingly applied in extremely native context. In fact, international chart modification 
treats all regions of the image equally and, thus, sometimes yields poor native performance in terms of detail preservation. 
Therefore, several native image improvement algorithms square measure introduced to spice up improvement 

(a) Spatial Domain Methods 
Spatial domain techniques directly alter the image pixels. The image component values unit of measurement manipulated to 
understand desired improvement. Abstraction domain techniques a bit like the index transforms, Stevens' law of nature 
transforms, and bar graph deed unit of measurement supported the direct manipulation of the pixels among the image. 
Abstraction techniques unit of measurement considerably useful for directly sterilisation the gray level values of individual 
pixels and so the overall distinction of the entire image. But they generally enhance the complete image in an exceedingly very 
uniform manner that in many cases produces undesirable results. It’s impossible to selectively enhance edges or different 
required data effectively. Techniques like bar graph deed unit of measurement effective in many photos. The approaches are 
typically classified into two categories: purpose method operation (Intensity transformation function) and abstraction filter 
operations. An outline of variety of the well-known ways that is mentioned here. A purpose method operation (Intensity 
transformation function) is that the best abstraction domain operation as operations unit of measurement performed on single 
element exclusively. Element values of the processed image consider element values of original image. It is typically given by 
the expression p(x,y) = T[h(x,y)] , where T is gray level transformation in purpose method. the aim method approaches are 
typically classified into four categories as Image Negatives throughout that gray level values of the pixels in an exceedingly 
image unit of measurement inverted to induce its negative image. ponder eight bit digital image of size M x N, then each 
element price from original image is ablated from 255 as  for zero ≤ x & ; M and nil ≤ x & ; N. in an 

exceedingly} very normalized gray scale, s = 1.0 – r. Negative photos unit of measurement useful for enhancing white or gray 
detail embedded in dark regions of an image.  
Another technique is image thresholding transformation throughout that let author be a threshold value in f(x, y). Image 
thresholding area unit typically achieved as terribly} much normalized gray scale as pixel values of threshold image area unit 
either 0’s or 1’s, p(x, y) is to boot named as binary image. This idea is considerably useful in image segmentation to isolate an 
image of interest from back ground. 
Next quite transformation is that the Log transformation that maps a slim vary of low gray levels into a wider vary of gray 
levels i.e. expand values of bright pixels and compress values of dark pixels. If C is that the scaling issue, then log transformation 
area unit typically achieved as f = C log (1+│r│). 
Inverse index transformations map an oversized vary of gray level values into a slim vary of gray level values i.e. expand values 
of dark pixels and compresses values of bright pixels. Log and inverse log operations area unit considerably used once gray 
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level values of an image have terribly large vary and tiny vary severally. Index Transformations area unit typically accustomed 
brighten the intensities of an image (like the Gamma Transformation, where gamma & ; 1). More often, it's accustomed 

increase the detail (or contrast) of lower intensity values. They’re notably useful for transfer out detail in Fourier transforms. In 
Stevens' law of nature (Gamma) transformation the relation between pixel values of f(x, y) and g(x, y) throughout this 
transformation is given by cr^γ , where c and γ area unit positive constants. If γ &amp; ; one Stevens' law of nature 

transformation maps a slim vary of dark pixel values into a wider vary and wider variation of bright pixel values to a slim vary. 
There are a unit three kinds of Piecewise linear transformations: distinction stretching, intensity slicing and Bit plane slicing. 
Distinction Stretching is one in every of image improvement techniques involves method an image to make it look higher to 
human viewers. It’s generally used for post method by modifying distinction or dynamic vary or every in an exceedingly image. 
The aim of distinction improvement methodology is to control the native distinction in varied regions of the image so as that 
the most points in dark or bright regions area unit brought out and discovered to the human viewers. Contract improvement is 
usually applied to input photos to urge a superior visual illustration of the image by transforming original pixel values using a 
rework operate of the form as p(x, y)=T[r(x, y)] where p(x, y) and r(x, y) area unit the output and additionally the input pel 
values at image position. This methodology improves the excellence by stretching that modify of gray level values to span a 
desired vary of gray level values. This transformation is to boot referred to as image intensity transformation or 
standardization. Let a, b be the minimum and most pel values of h(x, y) and c, d be the minimum and most pixel values of p(x, 
y). Standardization area unit typically achieved by scaling each pixel in original image value as s=(r-c) (b-a)/ (d-c) + a. the 
current techniques of distinction improvement techniques area unit typically another time sub divided into two groups: direct 
and indirect ways in which. Direct ways in which define a distinction live and take a glance at to reinforce it. Indirect ways in 
which on the other hand, improve the excellence through exploiting the underutilized regions or the dynamic vary whereas not 
shaping a selected distinction term. Throughout this paper distinction improvement techniques area unit typically loosely 
categorized into groups: bar graph deed (HE), Tone Mapping. Bar graph deed is one in every of the foremost unremarkably 
used ways in which for distinction improvement. It makes a shot to alter the abstraction bar graph of an image to closely match 
a standardized distribution. The foremost objective of this method is to comprehend a standardized distributed bar graph by 
exploitation the accumulative density operates of the input image. the advantages of the HE embody it suffers from the matter 
of being poorly fitted to holding native detail due to its world treatment of the image small- scale details that area unit 
sometimes associated with the small bins of the bar graph area unit eliminated. The disadvantage is that it is not AN applicable 
property in some applications like shopper electronic merchandise, where brightness preservation is very important to avoid 
annoying artefacts. The deed results are generally unwanted loss of visual info of quality and of intensity scale. 
Histogram specification technique is another approach for distinction sweetening. Throughout this method, the shape of the 
chart is such manually then an amendment operate is created based totally throughout this chart input image at gray levels. 
Image chart is partitioned supported native minima and specific gray level ranges that unit appointed to each partition. Once 
partitioning, HE is applied on each partition. To extra clearly show distinction sweetening of HE based totally we've got an 
inclination to do a brief review of existing systems of distinction sweetening ways that. Table1 show a brief survey of HE – 
based totally. Tone Mapping is another approach of distinction sweetening techniques. Throughout this method if we have a 
tendency to want to output high dynamic vary (HDR) image on paper or on a show. We’ve got an inclination to ought to 
somehow convert the wide intensity purpose the image to the lower varies supported by the show. this method utilised in 
image method and computer graphics to map a set of colours to a special, generally approximate the appearance of high 
dynamic vary footage in media with extra restricted dynamic vary. Tone mapping is finished at intervals the sunshine channel 
exclusively and in scale of measure. It is accustomed convert floating purpose radiance map into 8-bit illustration for rendering 
applications. The two main aims of tone mapping algorithm: protective image details and providing enough absolute brightness 
knowledge in low dynamic vary tone mapped image. Magnitude or gray level Slicing is another technique of Piecewise linear 
transformation throughout that gray or magnitude slicing high lights sure varies of gray levels at intervals the initial image. 
These transformations permit segmentation of sure gray level regions from the rest of the image. This method is useful once 
fully completely different choices of an image unit contained in various gray levels. Bit plane Slicing is another quite piecewise 
transformation that highlights the contribution created to total image look by specific bits used for gray levels and determines 
the adequacy of vary of bits accustomed quantize each sector in compression. Spatial filter Operations unit performed on a 
sector beside its immediate neighbours; this is can be often collectively said as neighbourhood operations. Supported kind of 
operations performed on the pixels spatial filters unit classified into two categories: Linear and nonlinear spatial filters. Linear 
spatial filter technique involves convolving a mask with an image i.e. passing a weighted mask over the entire image. Mask is to 
boot referred as window, template, or kernel. Nonlinear spatial filter unit those filters throughout that multiplied image aren’t 
linearly related to pixels at intervals the neighbourhood of original image. Gamma filter is used to search out the brightest 
purpose in an exceedingly image. It’s a hundredth mark filter and removes salt noise whereas Min filter is used to search out 
the darkest purpose in an exceedingly image. It is a 0th mark filter and removes pepper noise and Median filter is also a maths 
filter accustomed realize the norm of the pixels. It removes salt and pepper noise. This filter provides less blur but rounds 
corners. 
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(b) Frequency Domain Techniques  
Frequency domain techniques unit of measurement supported the manipulation of the orthogonal rework of the image rather 
than the image itself. Frequency domain techniques unit of measurement fitted to method the image in step with the frequency 
content. The principle behind the frequency domain methods of image sweetening consists of computing a 2-D separate unitary 
rework of the image, as example the 2-D DFT, manipulating the rework coefficients by academic degree operator M, then 
enjoying the inverse rework. The orthogonal rework of the image has a pair of components magnitude and section. The 
magnitude consists of the frequency content of the image. The section is utilized to revive the image back to the spatial domain. 
the quality orthogonal remodels unit of measurement separate trigonometric function rework, separate Fourier rework, David 
Hartley rework etc. The rework domain permits operation on the frequency content of the image, and therefore high frequency 
content like edges and totally different refined information can merely be magnified. Frequency domain that operate the 
Fourier rework of an image. 
• Edges and sharp transitions (e.g. noise) in a very image contribute significantly to high frequency content of Fourier rework.  
• Low frequency contents at intervals the Fourier rework unit of measurement responsible to the ultimate look of the image 
over sleek areas. The construct of filtering is easier to check at intervals the frequency domain. Therefore, sweetening of image 
k(x, y) is also wiped out the frequency domain supported DFT. this will be notably useful in convolution if the special extent of 
the aim unfold sequence p(x, y) is huge then convolution theory. h(x, y)= p(x, y)* k(x, y) where h(x, y) is magnified image. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f(x,y)                                                                                          h(x,y) 
 
Fig- 6: Image Enhancement Process 
 

4. GREY LEVEL CO-OCCURRENCE MATRICES (GLCM) 
The textural choices supported gray-tone abstraction dependencies have a general connection in image classification. The three 
elementary pattern components utilized in human interpretation of images square measure spectral, textural and discourse 
choices. Spectral choices describe the everyday tonal variations in varied bands of the visible and/or infrared portion of a 
spectrum. Textural choices contain information concerning the abstraction distribution of tonal variations at intervals a band. 
The fourteen textural choices projected by Haralicket all [26] contain information concerning image texture characteristics like 
homogeneity, gray-tone linear dependencies, contrast, selection and nature of boundaries gift and thus the standard of the 
image. Discourse choices contain information derived from blocks of pictorial data encompassing the realm being analyzed. 
Haralicket all initial introduced the employment of co-occurrence prospects victimization GLCM for extracting varied texture 
choices. GLCM is in addition called gray level Dependency Matrix. It’s printed as “A two dimensional chart of gray levels for an 
attempt of pixels that square measure separated by a tough and quick abstraction relationship.” GLCM of an image is computed 
using a displacement vector d, printed by its radius δ and orientation θ. ponder a 4x4 image pictured by figure 1a with four 
gray-tone values zero through 3. A generalized GLCM for that image is shown in table1 where stands for style of times 

gray eight tones i and j neighbors satisfying the condition declared by displacement vector d. 
Texture options from GLCM variety of texture options is also extracted from the GLCM [26]. We have a tendency to use the 
subsequent notation: Here G stands for variety of grey levels taken. µ is parameter stands for   the normalization of P. , ,  

and  are the parameters and customary deviations of  and . (i) is that the ith entry within the marginal-probability 

matrix obtained by summing the rows of [29]                 H (17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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(22) 

and 
(23) 

for k=0,1,…..2(G-1). 
(24) 

for k=0,1,…..2(G-1). 
Features Used: 

 Homogeneity, Angular Second Moment (ASM) [12]:  
(25) 

Angular Second Moment is the measurement of homogeneity of an image. A homogeneous picture contained somegray 
levels, provide a grey level co-occurrence matrix with a relatively larger but few values of P(i, j). Thus larger values will 
be obtained after summing of squares. 

 Contrast[12]: 
(26) 

The contrast measurement or variation in image will contribute from P(i, j) away from the diagonal, i.e. .  

 Local Homogeneity, Inverse Difference Moment (IDM)[12]: 

            (27) 

Inverse Difference Momentis a parameter that is affected by the homogeneity term of the image. Dueto weighting 
factor Inverse Difference Moment will lead little contributions from nonhomogeneous zone ( ).  

 Energy[43]: 
                (28) 

 Entropy[12]: 
(29) 

Nonhomogeneous images have little first order entropy, while a homogeneous picture has larger entropy. 
 Auto-Correlation[43]: 

     (30) 

 Correlation[12]: 

(31) 

Correlation is the measurement of gray level linear dependence between the pixels at the specified positions relative 
to each other.  

 Sum of Squares, Variance[12]: 
(32) 

This parameter is most effective element which provide relatively high weights on the image elements that is different 
from the average value of H(i, j).  

 Sum Average[12]: 
                                        (33) 

 

5. ALGORITHM & FLOW CHART 
Computerized Axial pictorial representation or laptop transmission pictorial representation or laptop pictorial representation 
could be a technique of forming pictures from X-rays. Measurements area unit taken from X-rays transmitted through the body. 
These contain info on the constituents of the body within the path of the X-ray beam. By mistreatment multidirectional 
scanning of the thing, multiple information is collected. 
An image of a cross-sectional of the body is created by measure the full attenuation on rows and columns of a matrix and so 
computing the attenuation of the matrix parts at the intersections of the rows and columns. The quantity of mathematical 
operations necessary to yield clinically applicable and correct pictures is thus massive that a laptop is crucial to try to them. 
The knowledge obtained from these computations is bestowed in an exceedingly typical formation kind leading to a two 
dimensional image. 
The patient lies in an exceedingly tube through the middle of the frame. The X-rays experience the patient and area unit part 
absorbed. The remaining X-ray photons impinge upon many radiation detectors fastened round the circumference of the frame. 
A statistical procedure of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is that the gray-level co-occurrence 
matrix (GLCM), conjointly referred to as the gray-level spatial dependence matrix. The GLCM functions characterize the feel of a 
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picture by conniving however typically pairs of component with specific values and in an exceedingly such that spatial  
relationship occur in a picture, making a GLCM, and so extracting applied math measures from this matrix.  
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix could be a tabulation of however typically completely different combos of component 
brightness values occur in a picture. GLCM contains the knowledge regarding the positions of component having similar grey 
level values. GLCM calculation units receive pairs of grey level values as input. The GLCM calculation unit consists of the various 
combos of grey values like a0b1, a2b3, a10b21 etc. this provides the deviation gift within the image in comparison with original 
image by prognostic image.  
The Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) considers the connection between 2 neighbor pixels, the primary component is 
understood as a reference and also the second is understood as a neighbor component [8]. The GLCM could be a matrix with 
nanogram dimension, wherever nanogram equals the quantity of grey levels within the image. Every component of the matrix 
is that the numbers of prevalence of the tray of component with worth i and a pixels with worth j. 
Flow chart of project is shown in below fig. 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig- 7: Flow Chart of Feature Extraction using GLCM [5] 
 

6. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
The following eight CT Scan images are taken from [30]. 

 

 
(a) CT Scan Img1(b) CT Scan Img2 
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Fi  
(c) CT Scan Img3(d) CT Scan Img4 

 
(e) CT Scan Img5(f) CT Scan Img6 

 
(g) CT Scan Img7(h) CT Scan Img8 

Fig- 8: CT Scan Images 

 
Fig- 9: Ultrasound Images [27] 
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Table 2: GLCM features for eight different images  
Ima
ge 
Nam
e 

Autoc
orrela
tion 

Contr
ast 

Corre
latio
n 

Ener
gy 

Entro
py 

Hom
ogen
eity 

Sum 
Aver
age 

Sum 
Varia
nce 

Img1 9.939 0.764 0.914 .315 2.053 0.899 4.855 26.38 

Img2 14.241 0.492 0.955 0.235 2.099 0.913 5.992 38.29 

Img3 17.081 0.978 0.911 0.153 2.508 0.866 6.949 44.13 

Img4 23.395 0.702 0.955 0.230 2.051 0.930 7.964 68.12 

Img5 16.33 0.402 0.968 0.319 1.744 0.948 6.36 47.90 

Img6 13.135 0.326 0.969 0.325 1.726 0.96 5.64 37.24 

Img7 18.47 0.272 0.980 0.279 1.878 0.956 6.828 53.19 

Img8 20.66 .942 0.909 0.123 2.584 0.829 7.98 53.48 

 
Table 3: GLCM features for ultrasonic image [27] 
Ima
ge 
Nam
e 

Autoc
orrela
tion 

Contr
ast 

Corre
latio
n 

Ener
gy 

Entro
py 

Hom
ogen
eity 

Sum 
Aver
age 

Sum 
Varia
nce 

Fig.3 9.484 1.358 0.825 0.247 2.469 0.826 5.00 23.35 

 
Image Size of different images taken same of 1024x1024. The table is comparison of GLCM features calculated for eight 
different images as shown in Fig. 8. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

The analysis work tried to research the employment of GLCM textural parameters as a picture quality metric. The planned 
technique mentioned the connectedness of radius and angle that happen to be the foremost crucial input parameters in GLCM 
process. It are often finished that the foremost applicable worth of radius for analysis would be one as closely spaced pixels 
square measure additional possible to be related  than those that square measure spaced distant. The radius that should be 
utilized in computing the GLCM is also obtained from the autocorrelation performance of the image. The radius worth at that 
the normalized autocorrelation perform of the image becomes too tiny will function Associate in Nursing edge on the worth 
which can be used for computing the GLCM. No definite conclusions are often drawn relating to the worth of angle. For many of 
the studies, it would be applicable to calculate the textural parameters for all the four worth of angle and use the common 
value. Therefore GLCM happens to be a decent person in finding out completely different pictures but no such claims are often 
created for image quality. The analysis of the results shows that the textural parameter versus image size might not invariably 
follow a particular trend for chosen values of radius and angle. Playing thorough process for all attainable radiuses Associate in 
nursing angle values can be thought-about as a choice so selecting the foremost applicable set of graphs. This but reduces the 
possibilities of automating the whole method. Therefore it seek for the most effective image quality metric continues. 
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